YOU can help people in their grief

Grief is surprising, daunting, scary, and unpredictable. Most people don’t dare think about how it
will affect their future when someone close to them dies. You may not be the one to walk with your
client through their longer grief journey, but you can acknowledge the work that lies ahead for them.
And you can let them know about the resources available to help them get through the rough spots.

GRIEF WATCH can help you to help them!
Grief Watch is devoted to helping professional persons who work with people in the throes of grief.
If you have a resource or gift shop at your location some of our memorial items and books may be
ones you will want to have in stock. Just having a flyer with current resources in your community
along with your “top ten” favorite grief books can help the bereaved see you as a guide that they
can call on if they need further direction. Knowing what is available is key. You could be their new
best friend. Grief Watch is available to you if you are looking for something specific and unable
to locate it. We could become your new best friend.
Grief Watch produces and publishes a wide variety of resources to help those who are grieving.
More and more funeral companies are seeing the value of sharing our resources with the families
they serve. One of our most beloved publications is the book, TEAR SOUP. Here is what one
therapist has said about TEAR SOUP:
I’ve used lots of books on grief in 30 years of practicing psychotherapy. And this is the best! It’s written in a way that gives
the grieving mind and exhausted spirit a quick, hands-on idea of what’s happening, and it gives fabulous permission to every
reader to absolutely do your grief “your way.”
									 --Ann S. Wagner, LCSW, Cheyenne, Wyoming

TEAR SOUP BOOK

By Pat Schwiebert & Chuck DeKlyen
Illustrated by Taylor Bills

One of the most unique aspects of Tear Soup is
that it speaks to every generation while demonstrating the universality of grief. Those new to
grief will be helped to understand the issues that grief presents,
and will feel understood. It will validate their loss, and help them
to see they are not crazy. The “tips” section in the back of the
book is rich with wisdom and concrete recommendations.
Hard cover.
56 pages of beautiful, full color illustrations

Baby Bear Urn

4” x 4” x 3”
White ceramic basket
trim and bear’s clothes can be
finished in baby blue or pink.
$30. 00

Wooden Urns

Please call for bulk discounts.

$ 19.95
(also available in Spanish, Softbound for $ 14.95 each)

TEAR SOUP
COOKING TIPS

TEAR SOUP DVD

By Pat Schwiebert & Chuck DeKlyen

Illustrations: Taylor Bills,
Narration: Mary McDonald-Lewis

Illustrated by Taylor Bills

T.S. Cooking Tips
$ 1.00 ea

Several styles and sizes
of wooden memorial boxes.
Please inquire on availability
$30.00 - 40.00

By Pat Schwiebert & Chuck DeKlyen

Created from the publication’s
original illustrations, this helpful video
will benefit families, professionals,
and educators with its insights and
comfort . 17 minutes long. $ 29.95
each. Please call for bulk disc.

Contains concise
pearls of wisdom
for those who are
grieving. Taken
from the back of
the book.

Tear Soup DVD
$ 29.95

Celestial Urn

small - 3” x 3.5” - $25. 00
large - 5” x 5.5” - $30. 00
White ceramic, with hand
painted gold stars.

Cherub Urn
(White)
Size: 4” x 6.25”
$ 30. 00

Heart or Star Urn
(White)
Size: 5.5” x 3.5”
Volume: 1 1/4 Cup
$30. 00

THE REMEMBERING HEART
The Remembering Heart is our most
popular memorial item. It says without
words “A piece of my heart goes with
you.” If the inner heart
The Remembering Heart
is cremated it will remain
# of Hearts in a box in a bag
whole through the cremation
1 - 24
$ 9.00
$ 8.50
process.
25 - 49
$ 5.85
$ 5.35
THE SINGING ORNAMENT
If you hold holiday remembrance
ceremonies these ornament/wind
chimes can be a lovely gift for those
who attend. Call or email our office
for bulk order prices.
Available Styles:
Singing Butterfly Ornament
Singing Dragonfly Ornament
Singing Angel Ornament
Singing Heart Ornament
Singing Star Ornament
Singing Tree Ornament
Singing Bell Ornament

Grief Watch

50 +

FEELING HEARTS
Each Feeling Heart within
the bag of 20 is unique in
texture and color. If the
deceased had a favorite color
the family may want to order
just that color. Custom
hearts with the deceased’s
initials can usually be made
and shipped within three
working days.
Feeling Hearts
$ 17.50

2116 NE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97212

$ 5.50

$ 5.00

THE LOVE STONE
Often families will want to
offer a gift of remembrance to
those attending the memorial
gathering. Our simple, but
elegant love stone reminds
those gathered “All I wish is
that you will remember me for
loving you.”
Love Stones
$ 1.00 ea

Phone: (503) 284-7426
Fax: (503) 282-8985
Email: order@griefwatch.com

This list only covers some of the products we offer. Visit our website for a more comprehensive list!

www.griefwatch.com

